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1. INTRODUCTION 

We introduce a way to construct generalized golden sections, and demonstrate a geometric 
connection between these sections and generalized Fibonacci sequences of the form un+l =k-un + 
un_l9 where u0 = 0, ux = 1. for k > 1. We let $ = (1 +V5)/2, the golden ratio, and F^h) represent 
the 71th term of the k^ generalized Fibonacci sequence, defined above. Our method will employ a 
geometric version of the Euclidean Algorithm. 

For k = 1, the key fact is that if two line segments with lengths x andj satisfy xly - <j>9 then 
x = y + Rl9 where Rx<y and ylRx is itself equal to </>. This follows from the definition of the 
golden section. See Figure 1 and the mathematical argument given in [3, pp. 9-10]. 

y _ AB _AC 

B C 

FIGURE 1 

Since x = y + Rl9 and Rx<y9 we can approximate x (badly) by ignoring the remainder Rl9 and 
estimate x / y = (y + Rx) I y « 1. To refine this estimate, we should use a smaller unit with which 
to measure. Hence, we now choose R{. This is shown in Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 2 

Ri _ y _ x _ , 
R2 ~ Rt ~ y ~ * 

From Figure 2, a new estimate of xl y, ignoring the remainder R2, is 

>2. x _2Rl + R2 

y Ri+R2 

If we now lay off R2 against each Ru we have the construct in Figure 3. 
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R2 __ Ri _ y __ x _ 
J?3 R2 R\ y 

FIGURE 3 

From Figure 3, a new estimate, this time ignoring the remainder R3, is 

y 2R2 + R3 ~ 

If we continue this process, it is easy to see and to prove by induction that 

</> 
_ x _ F„+2 • R„ + Fn+X • R„+l _ F „ + 2 

n+l 

This gives a geometric flavor to the well-known identity 

lim4ri = ' 

2e NEARLY GOLDEN SECTIONS 

We generalize the golden section in a manner not entirely unlike Philip Engstrom's general-
ization in [2]. We do so by giving a ruler and compass method of locating point B, between A 
and C, as in Figure 4 below. 

Let k be a fixed positive integer. Given a line segment AC, first bisect the segment. Con-
struct a perpendicular EC at point C of length y- AC. By striking arcs, locate points D and 5, as 
shown in Figure 4, so that DE - CE and AB - AD. 

EC LlC 
EC= I-AC 
DE = CE, AB = AD 
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By the Pythagorean Theorem, 

AE = yl(AQ2+(EQ2=J(AC)2+!j(AC)2=^k2 + 4-AC. 

So we have 
AB = AD = AE - DE = AE - CE 

=1JFT4.AC-LAC = =±±J£±±-AC. 
2 2 2 

It follows that 
AC _ 2 _k + ylk2+4 
AB - * W * 2 + 4 2 

We shall call this ratio $k, the kA generalized golden ratio. That is, 
, k + Jk2+4 

+* = 2 
Letting tk=-l/$k,the other root of the equation t2 - kt -1 = 0, it is now a simple exercise 

to follow the reasoning in Hoggatt's book [3, pp. 10-11], to establish the Binet form 

p{k) _ ¥k^^k 

Using the notation of Horadam [4, p. 161], F^ = w(0,1; k, -1), a generalized Fibonacci 
sequence of the form mentioned in the introduction. In [4] and a large number of other articles 
appearing in this journal, one can find many formulas for the sequences F^k) and the related 
generalized Lucas sequences given by L^ = ffi+t%. However, one formula we did not find is 
(̂ 2w+i ~ m)2 ~ (m2 +1) + $2m+i • This formula is easy to prove by using the formula for the value of 
(j>k given above. This identity implies that, for odd k, the decimal part of $k is the decimal part of 
a number which differs from its square by a positive integer. The table below gives some 
examples to illustrate this. 

TABLE 1. A Squaring Property 

m 
0 
1 
2 
3 

&-H-1-™ 
1.6180339887... 
2.3027756377... 
3.1925824036... 
4.1400549446... 

{<t>2m+l-mf 
2.6180339887... 
5.3027756377... 

10.1925824036... 
17.1400549446... 

3. THE GEOMETRIC CONNECTION FOR GENERALIZED 
FIBONACCI SEQUENCES 

We now use the construction of Section 2 to emulate the geometric process of Section 1 for 
approximating </>k for k > 2. The goal is to demonstrate a geometric connection, similar to the 
one shown in Section 1, between ratios of generalized Fibonacci numbers and generalized golden 
ratios. 
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Definition: To form the k^ nearly golden section, cut a line segment into k +1 pieces such that 
1. k of the pieces have equal length, 
2 the remaining piece is shorter than the first k pieces, and 
3. the ratio of the length of a single larger piece to the smaller piece is equal to the length of the 

whole segment to that of the larger piece. 

The construction of Section 2 tells us how to cut a line segment in this way. A few comments are 
in order. 

With lengths as described in Figure 4, we have 

AC-k-AB=AC , - £ W £ 2 + 4 
AB AB 2 

and so, 
AB _ 2 _ * + V*2+4 = AC = , 

AC-k-AB _^ + V ^ 7 ^ 2 AB (pk' 

From this calculation, we deduce first that when AC I AB-(j)k, as in the construction, then 
k-AB<AC. So, by duplicating the length AB an additional k-\ times on the segment AC, 
beginning at point B, we can cut the line segment AC in the manner illustrated for k-2 and 
k = 3 below. (These are generalizations of the cut made in Figure 1.) 

fc = 2 : | _ 4 _ . f. 1 AB = BB' 

A B Bf C 

k = 3: | _ | 1 | | 

A B B" B' C AB = BB" = B"Bf 

FIGURE 5 

Said another way, if A, B, and C are as in Figure 4, with AC I AB = $k, then AC = k • AB + B'C 
(as in Figure 5). Moreover, 

AB = AC = , 

These facts allow us to emulate the geometric process, we described in the introduction. 
The key fact now, obtained from the preceding discussion, is that if two line segments with 

lengths x andy satisfy x/y = $k then x = k-y + Rl9 where Rx < y and yIRx = $k. (In the defini-
tion, x is the length of the original segment, y that of one of the larger pieces, and Rx that of the 
shorter piece. In Figure 5, x = AC, y = AB, and Rx - BfC = AC-k° AB.) Thus, geometrically, 
y can be laid off A: times against x, with a remainder of length Rx, and the ratio y I Rx is the same 
as the original ratio xly. This means that now Rx can be laid off k times against each y, with 
remainder R2 = y-k-Rx, and Rx/R2= y/Rx = x/y = $k. This process can be repeated indefi-
nitely. 
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We now estimate $k. Our first estimate (ignoring the remainder 7?,) is 

A, =
 x

 =
 k-y + Ri = F^-y + F^-R, F2

(k) 

** y y F^-y + F^ * F}<*>-

Now, as we said above, y/Rl is also equal to <j>k. So y = k-Rt+R2, where R2 < i?, and 
Rl/R2 = y/Rl = $k. We can lay off./?, k times against eacfty. We illustrate for & = 2 in Figure 
6 below. 

fix ' fix fe^ S T 4 ^ t " 1 ^ H ^ 2/ 
2/ a; 

- = <f>2 

fk 

FIGURE 6 
By substitution, we have 

x = ky + R1 = k(k-R1 + R2)+R1 = (k2 + l)R1 + k-R2, 
y = k-Rl + R2. 

Since F^ = i? /£*> = k, and /£*> = k2 +1, we may write 

x = Ffk)-Ri + F2
{k)-R2, 

y = F2W-Rl+FlW-R2. 

So our second estimate, this time ignoring the remainder R2, is 

x _F^-Rl + FP-R2F^k) 

y F^-R^F^-R^ F}ky 

These are the first steps of an iterative process in which, at each step, Rn is laid off k times 
against each ^,_, (since ^,_, =k-Rn+ i^,+1), and 

^ = i = A= =
 Rn 

y *i R2 K+i 

At the «* step we have 
x = an+lR„_l+an-Rn, 

y = a„-Rn-l+a„_lRn. 

By substitution into (1), since ^,_, = k-Rn+Rn+l, we have 

* = «n +i(*A+^,+i)+«,, A 

an+2 

j = a„(*^+J^+ ))+an_1.^ 
= (kan+an_1)Rn+anRn+1. 
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We see that the sequence an Is defined by the rule an+2 = k• an+l + an for all n>\. That is, 
an = Fnk\ a n d 

This is the desired generalization of the geometric approximation in the introduction. 
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